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Abstract 30 

Sensorimotor circuits of the lumbosacral spinal cord are required for lower urinary tract (LUT) 31 

regulation as well as being engaged in pelvic pain states. To date, no molecular markers have 32 

been identified to enable specific visualization of LUT afferents, which are embedded within 33 

spinal cord segments that also subserve somatic functions. Moreover, previous studies have 34 

not fully investigated the patterning within or across spinal segments, compared afferent 35 

innervation of the bladder and urethra, or explored possible structural sex differences in these 36 

pathways. We have addressed these questions in adult Sprague-Dawley rats, using intramural 37 

microinjection of the tract tracer, cholera toxin B subunit. Afferent distribution was analysed 38 

within individual sections and 3D reconstructions from sections across four spinal cord 39 

segments (L5-S2), and in cleared intact spinal cord viewed with light sheet microscopy. 40 

Simultaneous mapping of preganglionic neurons showed their location throughout S1 but 41 

restricted to the caudal half of L6. Afferents from both LUT regions extended from L5 to S2, 42 

even where preganglionic motor pathways were absent. In L6 and S1, most afferents were 43 

associated with the sacral preganglionic nucleus and sacral dorsal commissural nucleus, with 44 

very few in the superficial laminae of the dorsal horn. Spinal innervation patterns by bladder 45 

and urethra afferents were remarkably similar, likewise the patterning in male and female rats. 46 

In conclusion, micro- to macro-scale mapping has identified distinct features of LUT afferent 47 

projections to the lumbosacral cord and provided a new anatomical approach for future studies 48 

on plasticity, injury responses and modelling of these pathways. 49 

 50 
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Significance statement: 51 

In this multi-scale neuroanatomical study, we have developed novel maps of bladder and 52 

urethra afferent pathways in the spinal cord of male and female rats. Afferents visualised by 53 

transganglionic tracing were registered to anatomical landmarks including motoneuron pools 54 

and preganglionic autonomic neurons, enabling comparisons across animals and specific 55 

regions of the cord. We integrated data from 3D reconstructions of sections, light sheet 56 

microscopy of cleared, contiguous spinal segments and confocal microscopy to assess 57 

connectivity at microscale. In addition to providing new understanding of lumbosacral visceral 58 

circuitry, this dataset provides the foundation for future studies on plasticity and regenerative 59 

capacity of these circuits, changes during the life cycle and parameters for modelling spinal 60 

circuits relevant to lower urinary tract function.  61 

  62 
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Introduction 63 

Healthy urinary voiding and continence require coordinated activity of the visceral and somatic 64 

nervous systems to ensure that autonomic control of the bladder and urethra is fully integrated 65 

with the voluntary controlled striated muscle of the urethral rhabdosphincter (Fowler et al., 66 

2008; Holstege and Collewijn, 2009; Roy and Green, 2019). These behaviors depend on afferent 67 

signals that encode information about the physiological state of the lower urinary tract (LUT), 68 

such as bladder fullness, urine flow through the urethra, and tissue health (e.g., inflammation 69 

or infection). This has led to the sensory pathways being targeted for development of 70 

neuromodulation therapies that influence electrical activity of the peripheral nerve pathways 71 

and/or spinal circuits (de Groat and Tai, 2015; Shahriari et al., 2020). 72 

To assist further development, it is important to have a more complete understanding of the 3D 73 

trajectories of bladder and urethra afferents within the spinal cord, and their connectivity with 74 

regions that influence autonomic or nociceptive function. In rats and mice, the majority of LUT 75 

afferent pathways originate from L6-S1 dorsal root ganglia (DRG) and signal to equivalent 76 

segments of spinal cord (Applebaum et al., 1980; Fowler et al., 2008; Keast and de Groat, 1992; 77 

Vera and Nadelhaft, 1992; Wang et al., 1998). However, these spinal segments are not 78 

dedicated to LUT function but also contain sensory, motor and integrative elements related to 79 

other pelvic visceral (lower bowel, reproductive tract) or somatic functions (hindlimb, pelvic 80 

floor, tail). Therefore, understanding the specific projections of LUT afferents requires visual 81 

discrimination of their distribution within these segments. 82 
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The aims of this study were to comprehensively map bladder and urethra afferents in the 83 

lumbosacral cord of adult male and female rats. No unique molecular markers are currently 84 

available to selectively visualize bladder or urethral afferents, although recent transcriptome 85 

analyses of mouse DRGs have defined several clusters of genes that show high expression in 86 

bladder afferents and several differences in expression level from colonic afferents 87 

(Meerschaert et al., 2020). Neural tract tracing, therefore, continues to be the most robust 88 

approach for visualising specific nerve-organ connectivity. Visualization of spinal terminals of 89 

organ-projecting afferents requires tracers that are ‘transganglionic’, i.e., are transported from 90 

the organ beyond the DRG. We therefore chose the intramural injection approach, using the 91 

non-toxic B subunit of cholera toxin (CTB) as the transganglionic tracer. Studies of colonic 92 

afferents have demonstrated that CTB labels both myelinated and unmyelinated afferent 93 

classes (Christianson et al., 2006), in contrast to somatic pathways where CTB is reported to 94 

preferentially label myelinated afferents (Robertson and Grant, 1985; Shehab and Hughes, 2011) 95 

and damaged unmyelinated afferents (Shehab et al., 2003; Tong et al., 1999). We also chose 96 

immunohistochemical amplification (anti-CTB antibodies) to maximise the visibility of CTB 97 

tracer, providing greater sensitivity for mapping axons than direct visualization of fluorescent 98 

conjugates of CTB.  99 

Our study has been designed to aggregate spatial data on these LUT afferent pathways from 100 

the micro- to macroscale. This includes confocal microscopy of LUT afferent fields within 101 

individual spinal cord sections, using these sections to reconstruct four contiguous segments of 102 

spinal cord (L5-S2) to detect regional patterning of afferent projections, and light sheet 103 

microscopy of multi-segmental samples of cleared spinal cord. A critical element of our study 104 
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design was the parallel collection of data on preganglionic neurons, an adjacent interneuron 105 

population, and specific pools of motoneurons; these groups of neurons were registered to 106 

spinal segment boundaries, as identified by entry points of spinal roots. Registering to these 107 

anatomical landmarks enabled us to not only detect heterogeneous distribution of afferents 108 

across an individual spinal cord segment but also to compare afferent patterning between 109 

animals. These outcomes form a fundamental dataset that can be used to build and interpret 110 

new studies on plasticity and regenerative capacity of these circuits, in addition to providing 111 

parameters for modelling spinal circuits relevant to LUT function.  112 

Materials and Methods 113 

Animals 114 

A total of 19 male and 7 female young adult Sprague-Dawley rats (8-10 weeks of age; males 115 

300-350 g, females 200-250 g) were used for this study. Stage of the estrus cycle was not 116 

recorded for the female rats. The Animal Ethics Committee of the University of Melbourne 117 

approved all animal procedures; all procedures complied with the Australian Code for the Care 118 

and Use of Animals for Scientific Purposes (National Health and Medical Research Council of 119 

Australia). Rats were housed in groups of at least 2 under a 12 h light-dark cycle with ad libitum 120 

food and water.  121 

Intramural injection of neural tracer into LUT organs 122 

Microinjection of CTB (low salt formulation; List Biological Labs, Campbell, CA, USA) was 123 

performed into the wall of selected regions of the LUT under isoflurane anesthesia (3% in 124 

oxygen for induction, 1-2% for maintenance), as described in detail previously (Keast and 125 
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Osborne, 2019a). For each rat, CTB was injected into one LUT organ, either the bladder or the 126 

urethra. In brief, the organ of interest was accessed via a midline ventral incision, and injections 127 

of tracer made using a Hamilton Neuros Syringe attached to a 33G needle (Hamilton, Reno, NV, 128 

USA). For the bladder body, a maximum volume of 3.5 μl was injected, distributed across seven 129 

sites (midline and bilaterally on both dorsal and ventral aspects, plus a single injection near the 130 

apex). For the proximal urethra, a single injection (maximum 0.5 μl) was made, following gentle 131 

blunt dissection to separate any adjacent nearby organs. Following each injection, the needle 132 

remained in place for a minimum of 5 seconds, then the site swabbed and rinsed with saline to 133 

minimise tracer leakage onto adjacent organs. The abdominal wall and skin were closed with 134 

sutures and surgical staples, respectively. Buprenorphine (Clifford Hallam Healthcare, 135 

Keysborough, VIC, Australia; 0.05 mg/kg, at the time of surgery and 8 hours post-surgery) and 136 

meloxicam (Troy Laboratories, Glendenning, NSW, Australia; 1 mg/kg, 8 and 24 hours post-137 

surgery) were administered subcutaneously as post-operative analgesia. No adverse 138 

consequences were observed post-surgery.  139 

Tissue collection 140 

We first undertook a qualitative pilot study to compare the density and distribution of CTB 141 

labelling of LUT afferents in the spinal cord after 4 or 7 days transport time (n=3 rats per group, 142 

either bladder or urethra injection). This demonstrated similar outcomes, so our primary 143 

quantitative study was performed using the 4-day transport period. To collect tissue after 144 

tracer injection, animals were anesthetized (ketamine 100 mg/kg and xylazine 10 mg/kg, i.p.) 145 

and fixed by intracardiac infusion perfusion, following a detailed published protocol (Keast and 146 

Osborne, 2019b). This comprised initial perfusion with 1% sodium nitrite and 5000 IU/ml 147 
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heparin in 0.9% saline for 3 mins, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer 148 

(pH 7.4) for 8-10 mins. Following perfusion, the lumbosacral spinal cord (L5-S2) and L6 DRG 149 

were removed and post-fixed for 1 h in the same fixative. The tissues were then washed three 150 

times in 0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.2, for 1 h each wash and stored at 4°C 151 

until use.  152 

 153 

Classification of DRG neurons labelled by LUT injection of CTB 154 

To determine the uptake of CTB by primary classes of LUT afferents, L6 DRGs were analysed 155 

from 6 male rats (3 rats for bladder body injection and a different group of 3 rats for urethra 156 

injection). Ganglia were cryoprotected overnight in 0.1 M PBS containing 30% sucrose prior to 157 

embedding in optimal cutting temperature (OCT) compound (Sakura Finetek, Torrance, CA, 158 

USA). Cryosections (14 μm) were collected on gelatinised glass slides, dried and washed in 0.1 159 

M PBS before being incubated in 0.1 M PBS containing 10 % non-immune horse serum (NHS; 160 

Sigma-Aldrich, Castle Hill, NSW, Australia) and 0.1 % Triton X100 (Sigma-Aldrich) for 2 h. 161 

Sections were then incubated for 18-24 h in primary antibody solution containing antisera 162 

detailed in Table 1A. Each section was immunolabelled for CTB with one of the following: 163 

TRPV1 (transient receptor potential vanilloid 1; nociceptive afferents), CGRP (calcitonin gene-164 

related peptide, expressed by many nociceptive and some myelinated afferents), or NF200 165 

(neurofilament 200 kD, a marker of myelinated afferents). Sections were distributed in a 1:6 166 

series to ensure comparable sampling for each antibody combination. Following a wash in 0.1 167 

M PBS, sections were incubated for 2 h in combinations of appropriate species-specific 168 

secondary antibodies (Table 1B) diluted in hypertonic PBS. Sections were cover-slipped using 169 
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carbonate-buffered glycerol (pH 8.6) prior to viewing (Zeiss AxioImager M2, and Zeiss LSM 880 170 

Fast Airyscan Confocal; Zeiss, Oberkochan, Germany). Nucleated profiles of CTB+ somata were 171 

classified as positive or negative for each neural marker by directly viewing each section down 172 

the wide-field fluorescence microscope. Representative images were obtained using confocal 173 

microscopy for each immunohistochemical class of CTB+ somata. 174 

Visualization of LUT afferents in sections of lumbosacral spinal cord 175 

LUT afferents innervating the bladder body or proximal urethra were mapped in detail from 176 

three rats of each sex for each LUT region. Using the ventral roots to define segment 177 

boundaries, the L5-S2 spinal cord was sub-dissected into individual spinal segments, 178 

cryoprotected overnight in 0.1 M PBS containing 30% sucrose and then embedded in OCT 179 

compound. Transverse cryosections (40 μm) were collected in order, and alternate, free-180 

floating sections immunolabelled for CTB with one or more other neural markers. Sections were 181 

washed in 0.1 M PBS, incubated in 0.1 M PBS containing 10% NHS and 0.5% Triton X-100 for 2 h, 182 

washed in 0.1 M PBS then incubated for 48 h at room temperature in primary antibody solution 183 

containing 0.1 M PBS, 2% NHS, 0.5% Triton X-100 and 0.1 % sodium azide. Primary antibodies 184 

are described in Table 1 and comprised antibodies against CTB, ChAT (choline acetyltransferase) 185 

and TH (tyrosine hydroxylase). Following three further washes in 0.1 M PBS, sections were 186 

incubated for 4 h in combinations of appropriate species-specific secondary antibodies (Table 187 

1B) diluted in 0.1M PBS containing 2% NHS, 0.5% Triton X-100 and 0.1% sodium azide. To 188 

enable the identification of spinal cord subregions, some sets of alternate sections were 189 

incubated with NeurotraceTM 435/455 (fluorescent Nissl stain; Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA) 190 
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concurrently with the secondary antibody. Sections were mounted on glass slides in 191 

rostrocaudal anatomical order and cover-slipped using carbonate-buffered glycerol (pH 8.6). 192 

Spinal cord sections were imaged in their entirety (10x objective, tile scanned at 12 Bit, pixel 193 

scaling 0.645 μm x 0.645 μm, 5 z-steps at 5 μm) using a Zeiss AxioImager Z1 (Carl Zeiss 194 

Microscopy, Oberkochan, Germany). Representative sections were also imaged using confocal 195 

microscopy (Zeiss LSM 880 Fast Airyscan). To facilitate comparison of homologous regions 196 

across images, all images showing only one side of the spinal cord have been oriented with the 197 

medial aspect on the left and lateral on the right of the image. 198 

Digital reconstruction of LUT afferents from alternate sections of spinal cord 199 

To visualize the rostrocaudal distribution of sensory inputs from the LUT throughout the 200 

lumbosacral spinal cord, a maximum intensity orthogonal projection was first obtained for each 201 

channel of each section (ZEN 3.1 Blue Edition, Zeiss). Although the rostrocaudal order of the 202 

sections could be determined manually by inspecting their progressive change in overall size 203 

and grey matter shape, to increase efficiency we used a custom interactive script in MATLAB to 204 

order the sections according to their size. Final user input via an interactive gallery view of all 205 

ordered sections could check and, if necessary, re-order individual sections. Ordered alternate 206 

spinal cord sections were then aligned using TissueMaker (Version 2021.1.1, MBF Bioscience, 207 

Williston, VT, USA), with distance between sections set at 80 μm (comprising 40 μm section 208 

thickness and 40 μm between sections). A small number of sections (<5) were removed from 209 

the reconstruction for 6 spinal cords, due to damage or folding that impaired the alignment 210 

process (e.g., if cytoarchitectural and chemoarchitectural fiduciary markers were no longer 211 
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visible). In cases where the section position could still be determined, the extra distance was 212 

inserted using the ‘Missing section’ option in TissueMaker. For the rare cases where the section 213 

position was indeterminable, extra distance was not inserted. Specific regions of grey matter 214 

were identified from (Watson et al., 2009). 215 

Quantification of LUT afferents in regions of interest of reconstructed spinal cord 216 

Neurolucida 360 (Version 2021.1.1, MBF Bioscience) was used to analyse neuronal processes 217 

labelled by CTB in the digitally reconstructed spinal cord datasets exported from TissueMaker. 218 

CTB granules appeared punctate throughout the afferent projections into the spinal cord. The 219 

Detect Cells function in Neurolucida 360 detects round objects within defined limits (minimum 220 

1 μm, maximum 4 μm), based on their signal intensity compared to background. Using this 221 

function, CTB+ LUT afferents were segmented throughout the reconstructed spinal cord. This 222 

enabled visualization of axon patterning and provided a surrogate measure of afferent volume 223 

in selected regions of interest (ROI; see below). CTB within neural processes appeared punctate, 224 

such that individual axons could usually not be resolved or traced. 225 

Quantitation of CTB was performed throughout the length of the L6 and S1 spinal cord 226 

segments. The sacral dorsal commissural nucleus (SDCom) and sacral preganglionic nucleus 227 

(SPN) were selected for quantitative analysis, as both regions are major targets for LUT 228 

afferents (de Groat et al., 1981; Fowler et al., 2008; Nadelhaft and Booth, 1984; Wang et al., 229 

1998). The SPN ROI was determined by the location of ChAT+ neurons, with the SPN boundary 230 

in each section drawn using the freeform contour tool in Neurolucida 360. The SDCom was 231 

defined using a rectangular contour, with the upper and lower boundaries determined by the 232 
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dorsal limit of the central canal and the ventral edge of the dorsal corticospinal tract. The width 233 

of the SDCom contour aligned with the medial edges of the dorsal horn. This contour was 234 

applied to maintain consistency between sections where the chemoarchitectural boundaries of 235 

the SDCom were not readily apparent. This was due to either the absence of Nissl staining (only 236 

applied to some spinal cord sets) or spinal cord segments in which the SDCom has not 237 

previously been formally defined, such as L5 (Watson et al., 2009). 238 

Using Neurolucida Explorer, the number of CTB puncta in each ROI and each section was 239 

determined throughout L6 and S1 segments. Retrograde tracing experiments cannot label 240 

precisely the same number of neurons in each animal, so we used the following strategy to 241 

aggregate data for each experimental group. To document the projection patterns of CTB-242 

labelled neural processes along the L6-S1 cord, in each animal we first calculated the total 243 

number of CTB puncta for a specific ROI within the entire L6-S1 cord by summing the puncta 244 

counts for each section. For each ROI, in each section the CTB puncta were then expressed as a 245 

proportion of the total CTB for this ROI in this animal. Data was plotted as distance (μm) from 246 

the L6-S1 junction. 247 

Experiment Design 248 

Four experiments were performed, comprising neural tracing from bladder or urethra, in 249 

groups of female or male rats. Within each subject, measurements were from made from ROIs 250 

(SPN or SDCom) in an ordered series of sections through spinal cords segments L6 and S1. 251 

Sacral preganglionic neurons do not distribute uniformly in a rostrocaudal column but are 252 

clumped and appear “ladder like” when viewed in horizontal sections. As this was consistent 253 
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with large section-to-section variance, for each within-subject profile, data was aggregated 254 

using the area under the curve (AUC) of the profile within the L6 and S1 segments. Planned two 255 

group within-subject comparisons of L6 and S1 segments were made using a paired, two-tailed 256 

t-test within each experiment (to avoid pooling variance of within-subject factors across 257 

experiments and potentially violating assumption of sphericity). Plots of the mean differences 258 

between L6 and S1 with 95% confidence intervals were used to visualize effect size as well as 259 

the variation of the paired comparisons.  260 

Graphs were created in JMP 15.0 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA) and data presented as the mean 261 

± standard error of the mean. Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 27.0 262 

(IBM, Armonk, NY, USA).  263 

Visualization of LUT afferents in intact spinal cord 264 

Spinal cord (L5-S2) was dissected from two anesthetized, intracardially perfused rats as 265 

described above. Small lengths of ventral rootlets were retained with the spinal cord to identify 266 

segmental boundaries identified by origin of rootlets transitioning from L6 to S1 ventral roots. 267 

The large-volume clearing and immunolabelling method initially developed by Renier et al. 268 

formed the basis of our current clearing protocol (Renier et al., 2014). Samples were incubated 269 

in 1x Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS, Sigma-Aldrich; 6 x 15 min), dehydrated 270 

through a series of increasing concentrations of methanol in DPBS (50%, 80%, and 100%; 1.5 h 271 

each), bleached overnight (6% hydrogen peroxide in methanol, 4°C), then rehydrated through 272 

decreasing concentrations of methanol in DPBS (100%, 100%, 80%, and 50%; 1.5 h each). After 273 

washing in DPBS (1.5 h), samples were incubated for 36 h at room temperature in a blocking 274 
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solution (DPBSG-T: DPBS with 0.2% gelatin, 0.5% Triton X-100 and 0.01% thimerosal). Samples 275 

were transferred to primary antibodies diluted with DPBSG-T containing 0.1% saponin, for 10 276 

days at 37°C, washed (DPBS with 0.5% Triton X-10; DPBS-T; 6 x 15 mins), then incubated in 277 

secondary antibody solution in DPBSG-T with 0.1% saponin for 4 days at 37°C. Primary 278 

antibodies used were ChAT with CTB, in combination with the appropriate secondary 279 

antibodies tagged with Cy3 and AF647 respectively (Table 1). Samples were washed in DPBS-T 280 

(6 x 15 mins), dehydrated in methanol in DPBS (20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 2 x 100%; 1 h each), then 281 

incubated overnight in 66% dichloromethane and 33% methanol at room temperature. The 282 

next day, spinal cords were incubated twice in 100% dichloromethane for 30 mins, cleared with 283 

dibenzyl ether, then stored in fresh dibenzyl ether.  284 

At least 3 hours prior to microscopy, samples were immersed in ethyl cinnamate, as required 285 

for safe handling in the microscopy facility (Prahst et al., 2020; Renier et al., 2016). Samples 286 

were visualized in ethyl cinnamate with a light sheet fluorescence microscope (Ultramicroscope 287 

II, LaVision Biotec, Bielefeld, Germany), using a 12x fixed zoom lens (MVX-10 Zoom Body, 288 

Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). Single-sided 3-sheet illumination was used with no dynamic focusing. 289 

Lasers 561 and 639 were used in conjunction with emission filters 620/60 and 680/30. The 290 

numerical aperture was 0.156. Image stacks were generated at 2 μm z-steps with 200 ms 291 

exposure per step. All mosaic acquisitions were performed with 10% overlap. Mosaic scans 292 

were stitched using the BigStitcher plugin to Fiji (Hoerl et al., 2019). The resulting image stacks 293 

were then converted to Imaris file types using the Imaris File Converter (Bitplane, Zürich, 294 

Switzerland) prior to being visualised in Imaris (Bitplane, Zürich, Switzerland).  295 

Antibody characterization 296 
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The primary antibodies were acquired from the following sources. Note that any information 297 

regarding specificity is obtained from the manufacturer. 298 

1. CGRP (Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA; AB81887; batch GR3283855-3; RRID: AB_1658411): 299 

immunoaffinity purified monoclonal antibody generated in mouse against rat-alpha CGRP. 300 

2. ChAT (Millipore, Temecula, CA, United States; AB144P; batch 2971003; RRID: AB_11214092): 301 

immunoaffinity purified polyclonal antibody raised in goat against the human placental enzyme. 302 

70 kDa bands were detected in NIH/3T3 lysate western blots, matching the weight of ChAT 303 

protein. 304 

3. CTB (Sigma-Aldrich, Castle Hill, NSW, Australia; C3062; batch 048M4780V; RRID: AB_258833): 305 

polyclonal antibody raised in rabbit against Vibrio cholerae. The antiserum reacts versus 306 

Cholera toxin, but not against Staphylococcal enterotoxin A, Staphylococcal enterotoxin B and 307 

Pseudomonas exotoxin A. 308 

4. NF200 (Sigma-Aldrich, Castle Hill, NSW, Australia; N0142; batch 17154802; RRID: AB_477257): 309 

immunoaffinity purified monoclonal antibody raised in mouse against C-terminal segment of 310 

enzymatically dephosphorylated pig neurofilament 200.  311 

5. TH (Millipore, Temecula, CA, United States; AB1542; batch 3192417; RRID: AB_90755): 312 

immunoaffinity purified polyclonal antibody raised in sheep against rat tyrosine hydroxylase. 313 

Routine western blot analysis detects a band of approximately 62 kDa.  314 

6. TRPV1 (Neuromics, Edina, MN, USA; GT15129; batch 402172; RRID: AB_1624144): 315 

immunoaffinity purified polyclonal antibody generated in goat against KLH-coupled synthetic 316 
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peptide corresponding to amino acid residues 4 - 21 of Vanilloid Receptor 1 (TRPV1). Western 317 

blot analysis detects a bond of approximately 115 kDa. 318 

Figure production 319 

For representative images obtained with conventional wide-field fluorescence or confocal 320 

microscopy, small changes in levels were made in some panels to best represent the labelling as 321 

seen under the microscope. These adjustments were made in Photoshop (Adobe Creative Suite). 322 

For light sheet microscopy, structures were visualized with gamma set to 1.4 in Imaris. Figures 323 

were constructed in Indesign (Adobe Creative Suite).  324 

Data sharing 325 

Data supporting the findings of this study will be assigned a DOI and published under an open 326 

access license on sparc.science. Movies illustrating the complete 3D datasets will also be 327 

available at this site. 328 

Results  329 

CTB labels major classes of LUT afferents 330 

Numerous somata in L6 DRG were labelled after CTB injection into the LUT of male rats (n=3 331 

bladder body, n=3 urethra; 4 days transport time). Subpopulations of retrogradely labelled 332 

sensory neurons were immunolabelled for TRPV1, CGRP or NF200 (Fig. 1A-C), as reported in 333 

previous studies using the fluorescent retrograde tracer, FluoroGold (Forrest et al., 2013). 334 

Results were similar for bladder and urethra afferents (Fig. 1D). Together, this confirmed that 335 

CTB was a suitable tracer for identifying both myelinated and unmyelinated LUT afferents.  336 
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Afferent patterning varies widely between sections from the same animal, irrespective of LUT 337 

injection site or sex 338 

Pilot studies comparing CTB transport times of 4 and 7 days detected no difference in density or 339 

distribution of structures labelled in the spinal cord, so a transport time of 4 days was chosen 340 

for the primary studies described below. Following injections into either of the two LUT regions 341 

(bladder body, proximal urethra), bright, punctate CTB-labelled axons were visible in sections 342 

throughout the L6 and S1 cord and in both sexes. For brevity, from this point the CTB-labelled 343 

axons will be referred to as LUT afferents. Unless stated otherwise, all statements relating to 344 

the LUT afferents apply to both bladder and urethra afferents and to both sexes; as such, 345 

images illustrating these results are drawn from both regions and sexes, rather than 346 

demonstrating each feature for each LUT region and sex.  347 

LUT afferents were mapped to previously defined subregions of L6-S1 spinal cord (Watson et al., 348 

2009) illustrated in Fig. 2A. The distribution of LUT afferents demonstrated the primary features 349 

of these afferents previously reported within the L6-S1 region (Jancsó and Maggi, 1987; 350 

Nadelhaft and Vera, 1996; Vizzard et al., 1995; Wang et al., 1998), i.e., tracts entering the spinal 351 

cord in the dorsolateral fasciculus, their trajectories at the lateral and medial boundaries of the 352 

dorsal horn (lateral and medial collateral pathways), and their respective regions of termination 353 

within the SPN and SDCom, as well as in the adjacent, lateral region of lamina V and 354 

intercalated nucleus (Fig. 2B-F). Few LUT afferents were identified within the superficial dorsal 355 

horn (laminae I-III; Fig. 2B, D). Occasionally, LUT afferents were observed to branch from the 356 

lateral collateral pathway to innervate the lateral spinal nucleus that lies immediately 357 

ventrolateral to the dorsal horn within the white matter (Fig. 2F).  358 
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Within spinal cord sections from each individual animal, there was a high degree of variability in 359 

the density and location of LUT afferents within each of these regions. The examples shown in 360 

Figure 2 represent the highest density of LUT afferents found in each region. Many sections 361 

from the same animals showed much lower density or absent innervation in one or more 362 

regions. This level of variability precluded a more detailed comparison of afferent patterning 363 

across the spinal cord segments.  364 

CTB-labelled structures associated with motor pathways 365 

Within the lumbosacral spinal cord, there are two major types of motor pathways relevant to 366 

LUT function: parasympathetic preganglionic neurons that innervate pelvic ganglion neurons 367 

(e.g., to stimulate bladder contraction) and primary somatic motoneurons (e.g., that innervate 368 

sphincters and pelvic floor muscles). We identified these groups by their immunoreactivity for 369 

ChAT and their location (preganglionic neurons in the intermediolateral column and 370 

motoneurons in the ventral horn). The crural flexors, crural extensors, hamstring (Hm9) and 371 

gluteal (Gl9) motoneuron columns, which comprised the large lateral pool of motoneurons of 372 

lamina IX in L5, diverged at the boundary of L6. In the ventral horn of L6, the Gl9 and Hm9 373 

columns were located in the ventrolateral region and the pes motoneurons of lamina IX (Pes9) 374 

in the dorsolateral region. The caudal edge of these motor columns aligned with the L6-S1 375 

boundary. These structures are described further and illustrated below.   376 

LUT afferents were most dense near and within the SPN (Figs. 2B, D, E; Fig. 3). Within this 377 

nucleus, confocal microscopy demonstrated close appositions between LUT afferents and the 378 

somata and dendrites of preganglionic neurons (Fig. 3A). A higher density of LUT afferents was 379 
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present within lateral lamina V, immediately dorsal to the SPN (Fig. 3A, arrowheads). This 380 

region has previously been identified as the location of inhibitory and excitatory interneurons 381 

involved in micturition (Araki and de Groat, 1996; de Groat et al., 2015; Vizzard et al., 1995), 382 

some of which express TH (Hou et al., 2021; Hou et al., 2016a; Wiedmann et al., 2020). Confocal 383 

microscopy confirmed close associations between LUT afferents and TH neurons in this region, 384 

however the majority of LUT afferents were not near TH neurons (Fig. 3B). 385 

In some experiments, we also identified L6 and S1 preganglionic neuron somata labelled with 386 

CTB (Fig. 3C). Specifically, their prevalence varied with the LUT injection site, being rare 387 

following CTB injection into the bladder, but more common following injection of the urethra 388 

(especially in females). Because CTB does not cross synapses, the most likely explanation for 389 

this labelling is that some autonomic ganglia (the termination sites of preganglionic neurons) 390 

were present near the injection site. Most of the LUT-projecting autonomic ganglion neurons 391 

are located within the major pelvic ganglia that are distant from the CTB injection sites, but 392 

several micro-ganglia are located near the surface of the bladder neck and proximal urethra 393 

(Arellano et al., 2019) and single or small groups of ganglion neurons are dispersed within the 394 

bladder wall (Forrest et al., 2014); these could potentially be exposed to CTB. 395 

CTB-labelled motoneurons were identified in several female rats following injection of CTB into 396 

the urethra (Fig. 3D). These neurons were consistently located in segment L6, in the 397 

motoneuron pool of lamina IX that innervates the urethral rhabdosphincter (Nadelhaft and 398 

Vera, 1996; Schrøder, 1980). This indicates that the urethral rhabdosphincter was exposed to a 399 

small amount of CTB. Except for rare neurons, labelling of neurons in this nucleus was not 400 

identified after urethra injection of CTB in male rats or after bladder injections.  401 
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Preganglionic neurons are absent from the rostral half of spinal segment L6. 402 

To identify specific patterning of LUT afferent projections within and between L6 and S1 403 

segments, we digitally reconstructed this region of cord from alternate serial transverse 404 

sections (Figs. 4A, B). In many of these animals, the entire length of segments L5 and/or S2 405 

were also included. This approach revealed distinct features within rostral and caudal regions of 406 

the L6 segment.  407 

First, we found that the SPN does not extend through the entire length of L6 and S1 segments. 408 

Instead, the SPN commences only within the most caudal half of L6, at which point the nucleus 409 

of Pes9 begins to reduce in size (Fig. 4B-D). From this point, the SPN extends continuously to 410 

the caudal end of segment S1 (Fig. 4E-F). In an iDISCO-cleared lumbosacral spinal cord, the 411 

overlap of the SPN and Pes9 confirmed the relative distribution of the SPN and the Pes9 motor 412 

column (Fig. 4G). Second, the population of TH neurons in lateral lamina V comprised a 413 

discontinuous column throughout L6 and S1 segments (Fig. 5). These neurons were still present 414 

in the rostral half of L6 (where the SPN was absent) but were sparser at this level (Fig. 5A). 415 

Together, these observations demonstrate the importance of defining the precise spinal level of 416 

afferent innervation, especially within the L6 segment.  417 

 418 

Afferents innervating the bladder and urethra extend beyond spinal levels containing 419 

preganglionic neurons 420 

 421 

Our 3D reconstructions not only revealed distinct features within rostral and caudal regions of 422 

the L6 segment (see above) but also facilitated a more detailed analysis of LUT afferent 423 
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projections (Fig. 6). Examples of this afferent patterning are demonstrated in various 424 

orientations of the reconstructed cord in Figs. 6A-E, and the regions of interest utilized for our 425 

quantitative studies in Fig. 6F. 426 

Most primary afferents innervating the LUT originate from L6-S1 DRG (Keast and de Groat, 1992; 427 

Nadelhaft and Vera, 1996), therefore in this study we anticipated a high concentration of 428 

afferent terminations within both spinal segments. However, from our initial results 429 

summarized above, we predicted that afferents would be absent from rostral L6 that was 430 

devoid of autonomic preganglionic neurons. Instead, we found that LUT afferents were not only 431 

present in rostral L6 but also projected to spinal segments with no preganglionic neurons, i.e., 432 

the adjacent segments of caudal L5 and rostral S2 (Fig. 6D, E). Therefore, our more detailed 433 

descriptions below of the primary features of LUT afferents extend across segments L5-S2 and 434 

have distinguished the rostral and caudal halves of L6.  435 

Many of the qualitative features are similar across both LUT regions and sexes, which have 436 

been summarised together below. Unless stated otherwise, all features were common to both 437 

bladder and urethra afferents and to male and female rats.  438 

From their point of entry to the dorsal horn, the LUT afferents project in two primary routes: 439 

the lateral collateral pathway that innervates the SPN and adjacent lateral region of lamina V, 440 

and the medial collateral pathway that innervates the SDCom. For bladder but not urethra 441 

afferents, there were also finer projections to the lateral spinal nucleus within the white matter 442 

adjacent to the dorsal horn; this projection was most prominent in caudal L6, sparse in rostral 443 

L6 and absent from L5, S1 and S2.  444 
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The lateral collateral pathway and its projections 445 

LUT afferents are found in the lateral collateral pathway from the caudal region of L5 to the 446 

rostral region of S2 (Fig. 7). The densest projection of this pathway is found along the full extent 447 

of L6 (Fig. 7A). From this pathway, the LUT afferents expand into large terminal fields within 448 

lateral lamina V and the SPN, where present; in L5 and S2 this forms smaller terminal fields, 449 

commonly restricted to small, tapered regions at the most dorsal boundary of lamina V (Fig. 7B). 450 

Of the two primary targets of the lateral collateral pathway within L6-S1, i.e., the SPN and 451 

lateral lamina V, the highest density of LUT afferents occurred in lateral lamina V. This occurred 452 

along the complete length of L6 and S1, even in rostral L6 where preganglionic neurons were 453 

absent (Fig. 7B). The SPN was also innervated along its full extent, i.e., extending from the 454 

caudal half of L6 and throughout S1 (Fig. 7B). Overall, LUT afferents were denser in the dorsal 455 

than the ventral SPN, although there was wide variation of SPN innervation between sections 456 

so this aspect would have been especially difficult to deduce without 3D reconstruction. 457 

The medial collateral pathway and its projections 458 

The second primary trajectory of LUT afferents was the medial collateral pathway, which was 459 

generally a less prominent structure than the lateral collateral pathway. The medial collateral 460 

pathway was present across a similar length of spinal cord as the lateral collateral pathway, i.e., 461 

a consistent, strong density across L6 and S1, with much finer tracts in caudal L5 and in S2 (Fig. 462 

8A). As previously reported (Wang et al., 1998), this pathway appeared to be the primary 463 

source of LUT afferents to the SDCom, demonstrated by the close correlation of LUT afferent 464 

density within the medial collateral pathway and the SDCom, across spinal segments (Fig. 8A). 465 
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We were unable to confirm this projection by direct tracing of individual axons from the medial 466 

collateral pathway to the SDCom, due to the punctate nature of CTB distribution within axons.  467 

In assessing the LUT afferent innervation of the SDCom, we noted that the size of this region 468 

varies between spinal segments, progressively increasing in size from rostral to caudal L6, then 469 

decreasing along the sacral segments. Moreover, LUT afferent innervation generally extended 470 

beyond the formal boundaries of the SDCom, into medial laminae IV and V (see below). LUT 471 

afferents innervated SDCom throughout L6 and S1 cord but were denser in L6 than S1 (Fig. 8A2-472 

A5). However, because SDCom is smaller in S1 than L6, a similar number of LUT afferents may 473 

target this region in each spinal segment. LUT afferents were present but less dense in the 474 

SDCom of L5 and S2 (Fig. 8A1, A6).  475 

Additional grey matter subregions 476 

LUT afferents were present medial to the SPN, including the intercalated nucleus that lies 477 

immediately dorsal to lamina VII (Fig. 2C, E, 8B-D). This region contains long dendritic 478 

projections from the SPN that extend towards the SDCom (Nadelhaft and Booth, 1984). The 479 

punctate nature of LUT afferent labelling generally precluded direct tracing of individual axons 480 

through the grey matter, so it was not possible to confidently define the source (lateral or 481 

medial collateral pathways) of LUT afferents in the intercalated nucleus. Irrespective of their 482 

origin, the innervation of this region by LUT afferents varied between spinal segments, 483 

generally being most dense in caudal L6, less in rostral L6 and S1, and absent from L5 and S2 484 

(Fig. 8A).  485 
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LUT afferents were also present in medial lamina IV, adjacent to the SDCom. This region was 486 

innervated throughout L6 (with higher density in caudal than rostral L6), less in S1 and very 487 

sparse in S2. In L5, this region was not innervated by LUT afferents (Fig. 8A). 488 

More superficial laminae of the dorsal horn (laminae I-III) were consistently innervated by LUT 489 

afferents (Figs. 2B, D; 6B, C), but this was sparse compared to the grey matter regions described 490 

above. This sparse innervation occurred throughout L6 but was even less in S1 and barely 491 

detectable in L5 and S2. These segmental differences were apparent for both bladder and 492 

urethra afferents.  493 

Quantification of bladder and afferent innervation reveals distinct weightings of projections to 494 

different spinal segments and subregions 495 

LUT afferents in digitally reconstructed spinal cord (L6-S1) were segmented, then quantified in 496 

the SPN (Fig. 9) and SDCom (Fig. 10). The locations of these regions are illustrated in Fig. 6F. For 497 

each of these regions, the total amount of afferent innervation (defined as number of punctate 498 

structures) was quantified in each section, then summed across the total number of L6 and S1 499 

sections; the afferent labelling in each section was then expressed as a proportion of the total 500 

afferent labelling for that region, across the entire L6-S1 cord (Figs. 9A, 10B). This approach 501 

allowed us to visualize the afferent distribution across the length of each spinal segment and to 502 

compare data across animals, considering differences in the total amount of LUT afferent 503 

labelling due to limitations in tracer injection methodology. This data also illustrated the 504 

variations in afferent innervation between adjacent sections that was visible under the 505 

microscope, as described above. To further improve our visualization of afferent patterning, we 506 
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binned the data (data summed from 3 sections per bin; Figs. 9B, 10C) and compared 507 

innervation across each segment (area under the curve for summed data from individual 508 

sections; Figs. 9C, 10D). 509 

Inspection of the individual animal and experiment binned data demonstrated the distribution 510 

of bladder and urethra afferents for both sexes across the SPN in both L6 and S1 segments (Fig. 511 

9A, B). This indicated the maximum rostro-caudal density of innervation was around the L6-S1 512 

boundary for bladder afferents in both sexes and urethra afferents in female rats. Further 513 

inspection of individual subject data from each segment (Fig. 9C) showed that in the SPN of 514 

each animal, irrespective of LUT region and sex, a larger number of afferent structures were 515 

found in S1 than L6. This segmental difference was also apparent in the group data for the male 516 

bladder and male urethra experiments (L6 vs S1: P= 0.042 [male bladder] and 0.005 [male 517 

urethra]), paired two-tailed t-test). This was further demonstrated by plotting the group mean 518 

differences using the mean and 95% confidence intervals (Fig. 9D). For each of the two female 519 

experiments (female bladder, female urethra) an L6-S1 segmental difference could not be 520 

detected, potentially due to the greater inter-subject variation in AUC measurements (Fig. 9 C, 521 

D).  522 

Assessment of SDCom (Fig. 10) showed a different patterning of LUT afferent innervation. In 523 

datasets that contained sections from L5 and S2 (example shown in. Fig. 10A), LUT afferent 524 

innervation could be seen to extend not only across the entire segments of L6 and S1, but also 525 

projected into L5 and S2 (although at a much lower density than in L6 and S1). As indicated by 526 

our earlier qualitative analysis (see above), the individual subject (Fig. 10B) and group binned 527 

data (Fig. 10C) demonstrated that bladder and urethra afferents from each sex extended 528 
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throughout the L6 and S1 regions that contained preganglionic neurons, in addition to more 529 

rostral L6 that did not contain the SPN. Afferent projections to the SDCom did not demonstrate 530 

the aggregation around the L6-S1 boundary we observed for afferents innervating the SPN. 531 

Further inspection of individual subject data from each segment (Fig. 10D) showed that for 532 

animals in the male bladder experiment, there was a stronger weighting of afferent projections 533 

to the SDCom of L6 than S1. This was also seen in two out of three animals in the female 534 

bladder experiment. Conversely, in each of the two urethra experiments (female urethra, male 535 

urethra), two out of three rats showed a stronger weighting to S1 than L6. As such, the analysis 536 

of the group data for each of the four experiments failed to detect a significant difference 537 

between L6 and S1 weighting. This variation was also reflected in the 95% confidence intervals 538 

(Fig. 10E).  539 

 540 

Discussion   541 

This study provides the first systematic anatomical analysis of directly visualized LUT afferents 542 

across the L5-S2 spinal cord in both male and female rats. Our multi-scale approach defined the 543 

circuitry from the microscopic (single cells and axons) to macroscopic (pan-segmental) scales, 544 

enabling us to visualize features of afferent projections that would be difficult to deduce from 545 

individual sections. This revealed a core fundamental organization of the sensory neural 546 

circuitry common to both the bladder and urethra of male and female rats, which overall was 547 

remarkably similar in its targeting to specific spinal regions and within spinal segments. 548 

However, our data suggested that the lateral spinal nucleus receives input from bladder 549 

afferents but not urethra afferents. Further differences between the bladder and urethra 550 
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afferents in the weighting of afferent projections to the SDCom of L6 and S1 cannot be 551 

excluded due to the inter-animal variability of this parameter in the two urethra groups (male, 552 

female). Quantitation of afferents in the SPN and SDCom has provided weightings for the two 553 

primary projections of LUT afferents that will inform network analyses and computational 554 

modelling of these circuits. Our results complement recent ultrastructural analyses of bladder 555 

afferents in the spinal cord (Park et al., 2019). 556 

Most previous pre-clinical rodent studies on neural control of the LUT have aggregated data 557 

from L6 and S1 spinal segments, assuming them to be functionally similar. However, our study 558 

revealed distinct anatomical features between these segments, as well as between rostral and 559 

caudal L6. This was demonstrated within motor and premotor (preganglionic) components, and 560 

by the specific weighting of LUT afferent projections to spinal cord regions and segments. 561 

Therefore, it is critical that future studies of lumbosacral regulation of the LUT, or changes in 562 

this regulation during disease or following injury, clearly target analyses or perturbations to 563 

specific spinal cord segments and subsegments.  564 

Sensory activity driven by bladder distension is critical for initiating micturition that is mediated 565 

by preganglionic neurons of the L6-S1 cord. Sensory innervation of the proximal urethra has 566 

been studied much less than the bladder, but examples of its function include flow detection 567 

and contribution to the guarding reflex (Danziger and Grill, 2016, 2015). Our anatomical 568 

visualization of sensory innervation from the bladder and urethra demonstrated a strong 569 

association with a region adjacent to the SPN (primarily lateral lamina V) and with the SPN itself. 570 

However, whereas LUT afferents project across the entire L6 segment, the preganglionic 571 

neurons exist only in the caudal half, raising new questions about afferent connectivity within 572 
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the more rostral circuitry. One possibility is that local circuit interneurons regulating LUT 573 

function extend more rostrally than LUT-regulating preganglionic neurons. Although no 574 

chemoarchitectural markers have been identified to delineate this entire group of interneurons, 575 

a subpopulation near the SPN expresses TH (Hou et al., 2021; Hou et al., 2016a). In the current 576 

study, we found that TH neurons extend more rostrally than preganglionic neurons and we 577 

have previously reported that cystometry evokes c-Fos expression in this region and throughout 578 

the length of L6 (Wiedmann et al., 2020). However, we also note that only a minority of LUT 579 

afferents were closely associated with TH neurons. Therefore, development of new tools or 580 

molecular markers to map the entire local interneuron population relevant to LUT function will 581 

facilitate functional interpretation of this afferent innervation, in rostral L6 and throughout the 582 

lumbosacral cord.  583 

Local circuit interneurons near the SPN may also be relevant to our observed extension of 584 

bladder and urethra afferents to L5 and S2 segments; although in lower density than L6 and S1, 585 

this projection was unexpected. Alternatively, it is possible that these sparse but broadly 586 

distributed afferents influence the regulatory circuits for sphincters, pelvic floor, and tail. The 587 

route by which LUT afferents reach these spinal segments should also be considered, as 588 

retrograde tracing studies have shown that projections from L3-L5 and S2 DRG are rare or 589 

absent (Keast and de Groat, 1992). Therefore, the LUT afferents we identified in L5 and S2 likely 590 

originate from L6 and S1 DRG, projecting within the cord to adjacent segments. 591 

The primary trajectory of LUT afferents was the lateral collateral pathway, projecting to the SPN 592 

and the region immediately dorsal to the SPN, lateral lamina V. Many LUT afferents within the 593 

SPN showed close appositions to somata or dendrites of preganglionic neurons (defined by 594 
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ChAT immunoreactivity). In each animal, irrespective of LUT region or sex, afferent innervation 595 

of the SPN was more heavily weighted to the S1 than the L6 segment. Limited information is 596 

available to further interpret this connectivity, as there is evidence both for and against direct 597 

synaptic communication between primary afferents and sacral preganglionic neurons 598 

(Llewellyn-Smith et al., 2007; Mawe et al., 1984; Persson and Havton, 2008). A recent elegant 599 

study of bladder afferent ultrastructure within the sacral preganglionic nucleus of rats (Park et 600 

al., 2019) identified and characterised many synapses (e.g., on dendrites) but did not 601 

incorporate a method to confirm that the postsynaptic structures originated from preganglionic 602 

neurons. Also relevant to potentially direct afferent innervation of preganglionic neurons is the 603 

intercalated nucleus, which contains their long, medially-projecting dendrites that extend 604 

almost as far as the central canal (Nadelhaft and Booth, 1984). This region is also strongly 605 

innervated by Barrington’s nucleus (pontine micturition center; (Hou et al., 2016b; Verstegen et 606 

al., 2017). We identified bladder and urethra afferents strongly aggregated in the intercalated 607 

nucleus. However, close associations of afferents here and in the SPN will require electron 608 

microscopy or other direct measures of synaptic communication to infer function. If supported, 609 

this will contrast much of the literature on LUT reflex mechanisms that emphasises circuits 610 

requiring spinal interneurons and supraspinal projections. Because local circuit interneurons are 611 

embedded within the SPN, future higher resolution studies of LUT afferents will require 612 

simultaneous definition of the preganglionic population (e.g., by ChAT immunoreactivity or 613 

retrograde tracing from the periphery).  614 

The second major trajectory of LUT afferents in the spinal cord grey matter, the medial 615 

collateral pathway, innervates the SDCom (also previously identified as the dorsal commissural 616 
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nucleus or dorsal gray commissure). We found that the afferent innervation of the SDCom 617 

projected not only across the full length of the L6 and S1 segments, but also extended into L5 618 

and S2. In comparison to the SPN, afferent innervation of the SDCom was weighted differently 619 

across L6 and S1 segments, in many animals the bladder afferents projecting to the SDCom 620 

being more strongly weighted to L6 than S1. However, the higher level of inter-subject 621 

variability of afferent innervation quantified in this region prevented further interpretation of 622 

this data. The SDCom is strongly innervated by Barrington’s nucleus (Ding et al., 1997; Hou et al., 623 

2016b; Keller et al., 2018; Verstegen et al., 2017) and implicated in both bladder and urethra 624 

regulation. Continuous cystometry evokes immediate early gene expression in putative local 625 

interneurons within the SDCom (Cruz et al., 1994; Wiedmann et al., 2020), which could be 626 

initiated by both bladder and urethra afferents during the voiding cycle. This region also 627 

contains interneurons involved in urethral rhabdosphincter regulation, identified following 628 

transsynaptic tracing (Nadelhaft and Vera, 1996; Park et al., 1997; Vizzard et al., 1995). 629 

Additional roles of this region are indicated by immediate early gene mapping and 630 

transsynaptic labelling of motor pathways, which have identified responses to nociceptive 631 

stimuli and interneurons related to urogenital reflexes; these predominate in L6 (Berkley et al., 632 

1993; Chinapen et al., 1992; Dobberfuhl et al., 2014; Honda, 1985, 1985; Marson et al., 2003; 633 

Marson and Murphy, 2006). Together, these studies indicate that the SDCom is a site for 634 

potentially complex integration of afferent, local circuit spinal and descending supraspinal 635 

signalling pathways across many segments of spinal cord, and that the role of this circuitry in 636 

LUT function may differ between L6 and S1 segments. 637 
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An important aspect of our approach is that in visceral afferents CTB identifies all major 638 

populations of sensory neurons (Robertson et al., 1992; Wang et al., 1998), unlike the somatic 639 

afferent system where CTB preferentially labels the myelinated class (Robertson et al., 1991; 640 

Robertson and Grant, 1989). Electrophysiological and immunohistochemical studies have 641 

demonstrated specific features of myelinated (A-delta) and unmyelinated (C) classes of bladder 642 

and urethra afferents in rats (Danziger and Grill, 2016; Forrest et al., 2013; Meerschaert et al., 643 

2020; Yoshimura et al., 2003, 1998), noting that the proportion considered to be myelinated 644 

varies across approaches and studies. We verified the uptake of CTB by both populations in our 645 

study, further showing that a major nociceptive subclass was labelled, identified by TRPV1 646 

expression. We did not perform immunohistochemical characterization of LUT afferents within 647 

spinal cord regions but did observe a sparse but consistent innervation of superficial laminae in 648 

the dorsal horn, as expected for nociceptive projections and documented by electron 649 

microscopy (Park et al., 2019). This innervation was sparse in comparison to several other 650 

regions but is not the only site of LUT nociceptive signalling in the L6-S1 cord (Cruz et al., 1996; 651 

Lagos and Ballejo, 2004; Park et al., 1997). Moreover, many sensory projections in the medial 652 

collateral pathway of the L6-S1 cord express GFR 3, a feature of many TRPV1-positive 653 

nociceptors innervating the bladder (Forrest et al., 2013; Forrest and Keast, 2008).  Although 654 

rare, we also identified bladder afferents within the lateral spinal nucleus, a site that is strongly 655 

implicated in nociceptive function (Gutierrez-Mecinas et al., 2018; Jiang et al., 1999; Sikandar et 656 

al., 2017). A logical extension of this study would be to separately quantify different classes of 657 

CTB-labelled LUT afferents in the spinal cord, e.g., to determine if myelinated and unmyelinated 658 
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afferents project differently to the SPN, SDCom or other grey matter regions, or project with 659 

different weightings to L6 and S1 segments. 660 

Our study was focused on LUT afferents in specific regions of the spinal cord, but these same 661 

regions are also involved in regulation of the lower bowel and reproductive organs. A 662 

comparable study on afferents from these regions would greatly inform our understanding of 663 

pelvic visceral function and dysfunction, potentially demonstrating different patterning and 664 

strengths of projection to specific spinal cord levels and subregions. An application of our 665 

approach to map the afferent innervation of more distal regions of the urethra and the urethral 666 

rhabdosphincter would also be informative. In female rats our tracing occasionally identified 667 

small numbers of sphincter motor neurons due to tracer exposure at the rostral region of the 668 

sphincter during microinjection of the proximal urethra, but a targeted larger injection to this 669 

area is necessary to specifically identify its afferent innervation. It would also be valuable to 670 

utilise CTB tracing to map projections of LUT and other pelvic afferents to more rostral regions 671 

of the cord (lower thoracic and upper lumbar segments), where sympathetic spinal circuits 672 

reside and a separate population of visceral afferents project (Applebaum et al., 1980; de Groat 673 

et al., 2015). For the LUT, this is a smaller population of afferents compared with those 674 

projecting from L6-S1 ganglia (Vera and Nadelhaft, 1992). 675 

In conclusion, new maps of bladder and urethra afferents have revealed heterogeneity within 676 

the lumbosacral cord itself, notably the L6 segment, and projection of bladder and urethra 677 

afferents to spinal levels beyond those that house preganglionic neurons. We found subtle or 678 

no detectable sex differences. This fundamental dataset and approach form a foundation for 679 
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future studies to probe the impact on LUT afferent signalling of experimental perturbations, 680 

and changes during the life cycle. 681 

 682 

683 
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Figure legends 866 

Figure 1. Uptake of cholera toxin B by afferents following intramural injection into the 867 

bladder body or proximal urethra. Confocal micrographs of L6 dorsal root ganglion 868 

cryosections immunolabelled for cholera toxin B (CTB) and (A) transient receptor potential 869 

vanilloid 1 (TRPV1), (B) calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) or (C) neurofilament 200 (NF200), 870 

following injection of the bladder body or urethra of male rats. (D) Proportion (mean ± SE) of 871 

CTB labelled somata immunoreactive for TRPV1, CGRP or NF200, following CTB injection into 872 

the bladder body or urethra. Scale bar = 20 μm. 873 

Figure 2. Major projections of cholera toxin B-labelled lower urinary tract afferents in the 874 

lumbosacral (L6-S1) spinal cord. (A) Cytoarchitecture shown by Nissl staining in an L6 spinal 875 

cord section and corresponding spinal cord regions from the atlas of Watson et. al (Watson et 876 

al., 2009). (B)  Urethra afferents (male) of the same section as A, showing afferents in the sacral 877 

preganglionic nucleus, sacral dorsal commissural nucleus, lateral spinal nucleus and lamina 1 of 878 

the dorsal horn. (C) Bladder afferents (male) in the medial collateral pathway, sacral dorsal 879 

commissural nucleus and intercalated nucleus of the L6 spinal cord. (D) Urethra afferents (male) 880 

projecting in the lateral collateral pathway to lateral lamina V of the dorsal horn and the sacral 881 

preganglionic nucleus (co-labelled for choline acetyltransferase) in the S1 spinal cord. (E) 882 

Bladder afferents (female) in the sacral preganglionic nucleus, sacral dorsal commissural 883 

nucleus and intercalated nucleus of the L6 spinal cord. (F) Bladder afferents (female) 884 

innervating lateral lamina V of the dorsal horn and the lateral spinal nucleus in the L6 spinal 885 

cord. CC, central canal; dl, dorsolateral fasciculus; dcs, dorsal corticospinal tract; gr, gracile 886 

fasciculus; ICl, intercalated nucleus; LCP, lateral collateral pathway; LSp, lateral spinal nucleus; 887 
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MCP, medial collateral pathway; Pes9, pes motoneurons of lamina 9; SDCom, sacral dorsal 888 

commissural nucleus; 1-10Sp, lamina 1-10 of the spinal gray (dorsal horn); SPN, sacral 889 

preganglionic nucleus. Each image is oriented with dorsal at the top of the micrograph; the 890 

lateral dorsal horn is on the right for all panels except C (midline view). Scale bars = 100 μm. 891 

Figure 3. Lower urinary tract afferent innervation of the sacral preganglionic nucleus and 892 

surrounding regions. (A) Confocal micrographs demonstrate the close apposition of cholera 893 

toxin B (CTB)-labelled bladder afferents to cholinergic (ChAT, choline acetyltransferase) neurons 894 

in the SPN of a male rat; most of the afferent innervation in this region is located immediately 895 

dorsal to the SPN, in lateral lamina V (arrowheads). (B) Confocal micrographs of bladder 896 

afferent innervation of tyrosine hydroxylase (TH)-positive neurons in lateral lamina V of a male 897 

rat. (C) CTB-labelled cholinergic neurons of the SPN in (C1) male and (C2) female rats following 898 

urethra injections of CTB. (D) CTB-labelled neurons in the dorsolateral motor nucleus of a 899 

female rat after CTB injection into the urethra. Scale bars = 50 μm. 900 

Figure 4. The sacral preganglionic nucleus location within the lumbosacral spinal cord. (A) A 901 

3D reconstruction was created from the digital alignment of a 1:2 series of 121 cryosections of 902 

the lumbosacral spinal cord (female rat). (A1) Transverse view of the aligned L6 and S1 903 

segments showing motoneuron nuclei and preganglionic autonomic neurons identified via 904 

choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) immunolabelling. Preganglionic neurons are less strongly 905 

immunolabelled than motoneurons. (A2) The boundary of the sacral preganglionic nucleus in 906 

each section was identified at higher magnification and delineated manually on each section. (B) 907 

The full 3D reconstruction is shown here in the horizontal plane, demonstrating that the sacral 908 

preganglionic nucleus is present in both L6 and S1 segments but does not extend for the full 909 
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length of L6. Examples of individual sections from four locations along the cord are indicated by 910 

arrowheads C-F. (C-F) Individual cryosections demonstrating that preganglionic neurons are 911 

absent in rostral L6 (C) but present in (D) caudal L6, (E) rostral S1, and (F) caudal S1. Specific 912 

motoneuron nuclei confirm segment position; these nuclei reduce in cell number in the caudal 913 

direction until they end at the L6-S1 junction. The rostral boundary of the sacral preganglionic 914 

nucleus in L6 coincides with the narrowing of the Pes9 nucleus, approximately halfway along 915 

the L6 segment, as also observed in (G) light sheet image stacks of iDISCO-cleared intact 916 

lumbosacral spinal cord (male rat). Motoneurons of lamina 9: Ax9 (axial), ExU9* (external 917 

urethral sphincter), Gl9 (gluteal), Hm9 (hamstring), Pes9 (pes), Tail9 (tail); CC, central canal; SPN, 918 

sacral preganglionic nucleus. * The location of ExU9 is indicated according to (McKenna and 919 

Nadelhaft, 1986; Nadelhaft and Vera, 2001, 1996; Schrøder, 1980; Xu et al., 2007). Scale bars = 920 

200 μm. 921 

Figure 5. Association of lower urinary tract afferents with tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) neurons 922 

in lateral lamina V. Cholera toxin B (CTB) labelled bladder afferents innervating lateral lamina V 923 

in (A) rostral L6, (B) mid-L6, (C) caudal L6, and (D) rostral S1 of a female rat. Many but not all TH 924 

neurons show close associations with LUT afferents. Arrowheads indicate examples of TH-925 

positive neurons. Scale bar = 50 μm. 926 

Figure 6. Visualizing the rostrocaudal distribution of bladder afferents in 3D reconstructions 927 

of lumbosacral spinal cord. (A) Visualization of 100 ordered and aligned sections in a single 928 

view along the rostrocaudal axis of the spinal cord (female rat), oriented with the rostral 929 

boundary at the front of the field of view in transverse (A1) and oblique (A2) views. Motor and 930 

preganglionic autonomic neurons were visualized by choline acetyltransferase (ChAT). (B, C) 931 
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Bladder afferents in a female (B) and male (C) rat, shown in a maximum intensity projection of 932 

the 3D reconstructed lumbosacral spinal cord. (D) Sagittal and (E) horizontal views of bladder 933 

afferent innervation (male rat) each demonstrate the rostrocaudal limits of LUT afferent 934 

innervation, indicated by the segment boundaries and the location of the lumbosacral motor 935 

nuclei. Schematic on the right shows the viewing orientation of D and E. (F) For further 936 

visualization and quantitative studies, the perimeters of individual sections were outlined 937 

(white) and specific regions of interest defined, such as the sacral preganglionic nucleus 938 

(magenta) and the sacral dorsal commissural nucleus (green). Motoneurons of lamina 9: ExU9* 939 

(external urethral sphincter), Gl9 (gluteal), Hm9 (hamstring), Pes9 (pes); SDCom, sacral dorsal 940 

commissural nucleus; SPN, sacral preganglionic nucleus. * The location of ExU9 indicated 941 

according to (McKenna and Nadelhaft, 1986; Nadelhaft and Vera, 2001, 1996; Schrøder, 1980; 942 

Xu et al., 2007). Scale bars = 500 μm. 943 

Figure 7. Projections of lower urinary tract afferents in the lateral collateral pathway. (A) In a 944 

parasagittal view of the cleared lumbosacral spinal cord, bladder afferents (male rat) show 945 

distinct gradations in density of the lateral collateral pathway projection. This extends from 946 

caudal L5 to rostral S2 but is most dense across the length of the L6 segment. Schematic shows 947 

viewing orientation. (B) Maximum intensity projections of discrete portions of the 948 

reconstructed spinal cord datasets reveal the distribution of bladder afferents (female rat) at 949 

different levels of the spinal cord: (B1) caudal L5, (B2) rostral L6, (B3) caudal L6, (B4) rostral S1, 950 

(B5) caudal S1, and (B6) rostral S2. This includes regions more proximal (B1, B2) and more 951 

caudal (B6) to the sacral preganglionic nucleus, as demonstrated by immunoreactivity for ChAT 952 
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(choline acetyltransferase). Pes9, pes motoneurons of lamina 9; SPN, sacral preganglionic 953 

nucleus. Scale bars = 200 μm. 954 

Figure 8. Projections of lower urinary tract afferents in the medial collateral pathway. (A) 955 

Discrete portions of the reconstructed spinal cord datasets were visualized with maximum 956 

intensity projections of bladder afferents (female rat), focussing on the medial collateral 957 

pathway, sacral dorsal commissural nucleus, and intercalated nucleus: (A1) caudal L5, (A2) 958 

rostral L6, (A3) caudal L6, (A4) rostral S1, (A5) caudal S1, and (A6) rostral S2. (B) In cleared 959 

lumbosacral spinal cord, individual tracts of the medial collateral pathway are most prominently 960 

observed in the parasagittal view. (C) In the horizontal and (D) transverse views, the LUT 961 

afferent innervation of the intercalated nucleus between the SDCom and the lateral collateral 962 

pathway are revealed. Schematic on the left of B shows the viewing orientation of B-D. ICl, 963 

intercalated nucleus; LCP, lateral collateral pathway; MCP, medial collateral pathway; SDCom, 964 

sacral dorsal commissural nucleus. Scale bars = 100 μm. 965 

Figure 9. Quantitation of lower urinary tract afferent innervation of the sacral preganglionic 966 

nucleus. (A) Cholera toxin B (CTB)-labelled afferents in each section, segmented and quantified 967 

as puncta, are expressed as the proportion of the total number of CTB puncta in the sacral 968 

preganglionic nucleus of the same section. Data shown for individual animals (grey lines) and 969 

group mean (bold colors) and plotted as distance (μm) from the L6-S1 junction (0 μm, vertical 970 

broken line). (B) Data from individual sections was summed (3 sections per bin) to better 971 

visualise overall distribution patterns (n=3 rats per group, mean ± SE). (C) Total afferent 972 

innervation of the sacral preganglionic nucleus in L6 and S1 segments determined by area-973 

under-the-curve (AUC), shown for individual animals and group data (mean ± SE) for each of the 974 
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four experimental groups. In each animal, irrespective of LUT region and sex, a larger number of 975 

afferent structures were found in S1 than L6. This segmental difference was also detected in 976 

analysis of the grouped data for the male bladder and male urethra groups (P= 0.042 [male 977 

bladder] and 0.005 [male urethra]), paired two-tailed t-test) but could not be detected for 978 

either of the female groups (female bladder, female urethra) where there was more inter-979 

subject variation in AUC measurements. (D) Plot of difference in group means (dots) and 95% 980 

confidence intervals (grey bars) for AUC measurements in sacral preganglionic nucleus of L6 981 

and S1 spinal cord.  982 

Figure 10. Quantitation of lower urinary tract afferent innervation of the sacral dorsal 983 

commissural nucleus. (A) The innervation of the sacral dorsal commissural nucleus extends 984 

beyond the L6 and S1 spinal cord segments, as exemplified in a dataset (bladder afferents, 985 

female rat) in which aligned cryosections were collected from caudal L4 until the caudal limit of 986 

S2. This also demonstrates the strong innervation of this nucleus in the rostral half of L6, a 987 

spinal level where preganglionic neurons are absent. (B) Cholera toxin B (CTB)-labelled afferents 988 

in each section, segmented and quantified as puncta, are expressed as the proportion of the 989 

total number of CTB puncta in the sacral dorsal commissural nucleus of the same section. Data 990 

shown for individual animals (grey lines) and group mean (bold colors) and plotted as distance 991 

(μm) from the L6-S1 junction (0 μm, vertical broken line). (C) Data from individual sections was 992 

summed (3 sections per bin) to better visualise overall distribution patterns (n=3 rats per group, 993 

mean ± SE). (D) Total afferent innervation of the sacral dorsal commissural nucleus in L6 and S1 994 

segments determined by area-under-the-curve (AUC), shown for individual animals and group 995 

data (mean ± SE) for each of the four experimental groups. No significant difference between L6 996 
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and S1 segments were detected in any of the four groups (paired, two-tailed t test). (E) Plot of 997 

difference in group means (dots) and 95% confidence intervals (grey bars) for AUC 998 

measurements in the sacral dorsal commissural nucleus of the L6 and S1 spinal cord. 999 
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Table 1: Primary and secondary antibodies 1001 

A. Primary antibodies 

RRID Antigen Host Dilution Supplier Catalogue 

number 

AB_1658411 CGRP Mouse 1:500 Abcam, Cambridge, MA, 

USA 

AB81887 

AB_11214092 ChAT Goat 1:500 Millipore, Temecula, CA, 

USA 

AB144P 

AB_258833 CTB Rabbit 1:30,000 

(sections); 1:3000 

(iDisco clearing) 

Sigma-Aldrich, Castle Hill, 

NSW, Australia 

C3062 

AB_477257 NF200 Mouse 1:4000 Sigma-Aldrich NO142 

AB_90755 TH Sheep 1:1000 Millipore AB1542 

AB_1624144 TRPV1 Goat 1:1000 Neuromics, Edina, MN, 

USA 

GT15129 

B. Secondary antibodies 

RRID Antigen Tag Host Dilution Supplier Catalogue 

number 

AB_2307351 Goat 

IgG 

Cy3 Donkey 1:2000 Jackson ImmunoResearch 

Laboratories, West Grove, 

PA, USA 

705-165-

147 

AB_2340433 Goat 

IgG 

AF594 Donkey 1:500 Jackson ImmunoResearch 

Laboratories 

705-585-

147 



 

 50 

AB_2340846 Mouse 

IgG 

AF488 Donkey 1:2000 Jackson ImmunoResearch 

Laboratories 

711-545-

150 

AB_2535789 Mouse 

IgG 

AF594 Donkey 1:1000 Molecular Probes, 

Eugene, OR, USA 

A-21203 

AB_2313584 Rabbit 

IgG 

AF488 Donkey 1:1000 Jackson ImmunoResearch 

Laboratories 

711-545-

152 

AB_2307443 Rabbit 

IgG 

Cy3 Donkey 1:3000 Jackson ImmunoResearch 

Laboratories 

711-165-

152 

AB_2536183 Rabbit 

IgG 

AF647 Donkey 1:1000 Molecular Probes A-31573 

AB_10374882 Sheep 

IgG 

AF647 Donkey 1:500 Molecular Probes A-21448 

 1002 

CGRP (calcitonin gene-related peptide), ChAT (choline acetyltransferase), CTB (cholera toxin, B subunit), 1003 

NF200 (neurofilament 200 kD), TH (tyrosine hydroxylase), TRPV1 (transient receptor potential vanilloid 1004 

1).  1005 

 1006 






















